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NZR Road Services buses & coaches of the 1970s and 1980s

A comprehensive illustrated list of the vehicles purchased by NZ’s 
largest bus and coach operator during its final two decades. A4 format, 
staple bound. 68 pages – covers in colour inside and out, other pages 
in b&w. ISBN 978-0-908726-85-1. $20.00.  Post & packing for one 
book $4.00 within NZ. Post free on orders for two or more books, any 
selection.

“A worthwhile addition to any transport library.” New Zealand Railway Observer.

Once Seen Everywhere
NZR road passenger service vehicles of the 1940s and 1950s 

(excluding Bedford SB’s)

Provides a comprehensively illustrated list of most of the vehicles 
acquired by NZ’s largest bus and coach operator during the 1940s and 
1950s. A4 format, staple bound. 68 pages – covers in colour inside 
and out, other pages in b&w. ISBN 978-0-908726-81-3. $20.00.  Post 
& packing for one book $4.00 within NZ. Post free on orders for two 
or more books, any selection. “Fills a most interesting gap in New Zealand 
Railway’s history.” New Zealand Railway Observer.

Bedfords Galore! NZR Road Services Bedford buses & 
coaches of the 1950s and 1960s. 

A profusely illustrated fleet list of the world’s largest operator of 
Bedford buses acquired during 50s and 60s. A4 format, staple bound. 
68 pages – covers in colour inside and out, other pages in b&w. ISBN 
978-0-908726-82-0. $20.00. Post & packing for one book $4.00 
within NZ. Post free on orders for two or more books, any selection.

“Captures an era of New Zealand Railways Road Services that is fondly 
remembered.”. New Zealand Railway Observer.
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Providing a Popular Service
NZ Railways’ road passenger fleet  

1907 - 1939

An illustrated list of the varied fleet by NZ’s largest operator during its 
early years. A4 format, staple bound. 68 pages – covers in colour inside 
and out, other pages in b&w. ISBN 978-0-908726-80-6. $20.00.  Post 
& packing for one book $4.00 within NZ. Post free on orders for two or 
more books, any selection. “For anyone interested in New Zealand’s transport 
heritage, this book will be invaluable.” New Zealand Railway Observer.

Also Relevant:-

Freight at the Back
New Zealand’s Distinctive Composite Buses & Coaches

A unique illustrated history of NZ’s composite freighter buses & coaches, 
a distinctive part of the country’s road transport industry from the 1950s 
to the 1990s. A4 format, staple bound. 68 pages - 20 of which, including 
the covers, are in full colour. 180 photographs. ISBN 978-0-908729-05-
4. $20.00.  Post & packing for one book $4.00 within NZ. Post free on 
orders for two or more books, any selection.

“Essential for the library. “ New Zealand Railway Observer.
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NZRRS Bedford SB’s, Lumsden, c.1970. Hugh Scofield collection.
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Tel: +64 (09) 815-3885. Email: seanmillar@orcon.net.nz 

Website: www.seanmillar.co.nz 
The prices listed are retail, and include GST. Post packing $4.00 on 
single book orders, but free for orders for 2 or more books (any election). 
Payment is accepted by CHEQUE made out to “Sean Millar”, or DIRECT 
CREDIT to: Sean Millar - ANZ Bank a/c no. 06-0284-0177608-00. If paying 
by direct credit please include your name in the payment details, and 
advise your requirements and delivery address by email. Trade terms are 
available to approved outlets.


